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LIJNARSTATIONTELEVISIONCAMERA
by
A.S. ,-,0elivanov) V,N., Govorov) A.S. Titov) and V.P. Chemodanov
On 3 Febz'uary 1966 the Soviet automatic station Luna-9 was the first to
achieve a soft landing on the surface of our satellite. One of the
important tasks of this space experiment was the tel_vision investigation
of the microstructure of the lunar surface that is fundamentally not
discernible with terrestrial means of observation. The image of the
lunar landscape was transmitted by means of a panorala:[c [wide-angle]
TV camera I installed in the center of the upper portion of the auto-
matic lunar station (fig. i) which is a spherical container 2 having
a low center of gravity. The station is oriented on the surface by
means of four opening petals--antenna 3. The field of view of the pano-
ramic camera includes rod 0ntennas 4 and narrow dihedral [two.-faceted]
mirrors 5 designed to obtain stereoscopic images in a restricted angle
of view.
......................................................... The station had no solar batteries,
I! its operational resource was com ....
/I plete.l.y determined theby energy
:,, ,, _, storage of the chemical power sup-b\" 9"; "; I
,' .::, h, plies installed aboard. In connectiou
i'\,.'._ , !i" with this, naturally, quite rigid
_, _,"\ . i[ ,_ [strict] requirements in the economy
, :,,,',.,: ,., :'.-' of power were imposed on the onboard
: [iX_'_I'_[,._.,'t',_t,,,.... equipment of the station. Another
,., &,_. -, .t\,,,l / important requirement_small size
• _":'"_'_"./_j,; _._.\_ :'_'_-"'-:_}......?;i and weight of the instruments--was
2 _ _:.-/_-_-w-_,, dictated by the known difficulties
i,// /' k_,._.-:-_ - i, , of delivering equipment to the sur-.
...... '_- _ace of the moon
".". ......_ ._.I" "<: .J .-..
",_._.v CONDITIONS OF IMAGE TRANSMISSION
The moon as an object of TV trans-
Figure 1 mi.qsion has a whole series of dis-tinctive features. This was taken
into consideration in the development of the camera. The characteristic
trait of ti,e lunar landscape is its inunobility. Only shadows of the
surface irregularities change their length as a function of the height
of the sun, but this occurs relatively slowly: the length of the day on
the moon is approximately 14 earth days 6_nd therefore the height of the
sun changes only 0.5 = per hour. In practice it is possible to speak of
the transmission of a stationary image.
Lighting conditions on the moon have been adequately determined. The
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incident flux of solar light r,_,aches its surface without being absorb_,d
and creates an il!uminatio[1, o' somewhat less than 150,000 lux on an
area _erl,endiuu!ar to the incident flux.
At the same time the reflected light :
beam strongly varies as a function
of the height of the sun and the
diz"ection of observation. Accordingto astronomical data [ref. _I_i], the
ca'_"¢'2 characteristics of reflection (scat-
suly tering curve) of the lunar surface
/ towards the light source (fig, 2).
These curves [or: indexes] arec aracteristic for stl-ongly turned
[dug up] rock and were obtained by
........... earth ob ervations of areas of the
_' lunar surface having considerable .
Figure 2 dimensions. Although the extension
of these data to the previously un-
investigated microrelief were
questionable, they were necessary to take into consideraPion.
There is also another photometric feature of the lunar surface. Due to
the low coefficient of reflection of the lunar rock, on the average
equal to 0.i, as well as several other reasons, the range of brightness
of details of the lunar relief in the majority of cases does not exceed
3.5. Thus, the problem was reduced t."•transmitting the images of low-
contrast objects on a background whose average brightness varies to a
considerable degree. In addition, it was necessary to consider the
operation of the instrument under the transient conditions of early
lunar- _orning at small [low] altitudes of the sun, when the character
of the illumina_ion can be very uncertain. Also, there was also the
possibility of the station falling into a depression in the lunar" sur-
face where very low illumination could be expected.
All this required the development of a TV camera having a sufficiently {
high mximum sensitivity and a special system of automatically contro].linc_
this sensitivity (ASC) [=Automatic Sensitivity Control] which would
serve as a means of adaptation to the variable and previously unknown
conditions o c operation.
PRINCIPLI" OF OI'I!RATION
The camera of L_na-9 is an optico-mechanical scanning device which in
its design can be attributed to instruments of mechanical television
of phototelegraphy.
The selection of a mechanical system for image transmission from the
surface of the moon was made after a thorough analysis add compa.vative
tests of various imoge-tronsmission systems. Unlike electronic TV
systems, the optico-mechanical system is slow acting, it is not capable
of transmitting the image of fast--moving objects. However, in this case
this condition best corresponds to the conditions of transmission of the
still lunar landscape.
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With the slow transmission of the image, the frequency band of the video
signal is quite narrow and thG signal can be transmitted by way of an
economical radio-communication channel using an onboard low-power
transmitter and directional antenna, il
According to the operating conditions, it was necessary to have a cir-
cular, or in any case, sufficiently wide-angle field of view of the
surroundinq surface. In solving this problem with electronic TV cameras,
the latter are equipped with a_ditional subassen_lies that make it
possible to direct the position of its viewing axis by rotating either
the whole camera or some optical element, e.g., a mirror installed in
front of the lens, These subassemblies are, in fact, mechanical-
scanning elements, often, of course, of not-too-high precision. In
completely mechanical systems there is usually no need to base the
functions of the coverage on any supplementary subassemblies--they are
easily filled by a scarming device that leads to a substantial simpli-
fication of the equipment and a reduction in its weight.
It is known that•mechanical systems where the effect of accumulation
[storage] is not used have potentially considerably lower sensitivity•
than the electronic systems. At the same time, in the operation of
a video signal having a bandwidth of several hundred Hertz, the absolute
values of the sensitivity of the mechanical systems are on a level of
good wide-band electronic devices where camera tubes of the vidicon type
are -ed.
As a whole, the optico-mechanical
system to a greater degree than the
electronic can satisfy the strict
' . , _ requirements for weight, size, power,
and operational reliability which ....
............... I _ are imposed on instruments of the
---_ utomatic lunar station.
The image transmission in this camera _
-_--_ is produced by means of a device
__:!I, consisting of a mirror/, cam 2, andobjective [lens] 3, in whose image {
"'_ / " plane a stopping [cut-off] diaphragm
_ _ 4 (fig. 3) is installed. Directlybehind the diaphragm is a l ght
Flgure 3 collector 5. The mirror accomplishestwo movements: a fast one_scillation
along the vertical (line scanning) and a slow rotation in the horizontal
plane--the frame panoramic scan, scanning the area as shown in fig. 4.
The major convenience of this type of scanning device is that the
parameters of scanning are not a function of the characteristics o_
the lens. Specifically, the angle of coverage is not connected to
the angle of view of the lens and can reach 360" at least in one directien.
It also does not restrict the selection of the relative aperture and
.focal length of the lens which is made independent on the Dasls of the
need of obtaining the assigned sensitivity, depths of focus, or size.
PARAMI!TERS OF TllIi SCANNING DEVICE
- the center of the focal plane of the
•,: lens where the bes_ _mage quality is
meet and determines 'the angular scan
rate of the device, if F is the
focal length of the lens and d the
diamet__r of tl_e diaphragm, then the
Figure 4 ,,ngu].ar resolvin(] power can be
found from the exvression:
A(_ _ (z'adians) (1)
The sensitivity of the camera is a function in final analysis of the
value of the luminous flux Im£ n incident on the light collector from
objects having a minimum brightness Bmi n The luminous flux "_
d2_Bm'[nD2 (2)Imin = 4F2
Here D is the diameter of the [inlet aperture of] the lens; _ is its
coefficient of transmission.
At the assigned value of h_, expression (2) is converted into:
7[D 2
Imin _ _A_2Bmin _ (3)
As is seen in this case the basic design parameter which defi,_:s the
minimum luminous flu>, is the area of tho input apertule of the lenu.
Limit_ hions on the size of the input [in)_et] _perture and, consc,]_ui_kly,
on the senzitivity of this camera s_perimpose _he need of as_:uriug {' I
definite d,zF,th of sharply transmittable space [depth of fo¢u_].
]_n noni1a], orientation of the station, the closest areas of the J.unar
surface ._hould be located at a distance of 1.5 m from the c_unera. There-
fore, th_lens of the camera having a focal length of F = 12.4 ll,m and {
a relative aperture of 1:3 is adjusted so as to provide a depth of focus
from a distance of 1.5 m to infinity. As is seen from i:he ubt_ined
images, even closer objects--structural 'elements of the automatic lunar
static.i itself--_re quite sharply t:cansmitted.
The dJamater of the cut-off diaphragm which determines the angular
resolving power of the instrument is calculated so as to obtain _ = 0.06",
he_:e at a distance of 1.5 m the camera permits detail's of the m:-crorelie ....
havinc_ % size of 1.5-2 mm to be resolved.
The sel_ction of the vertical angle of view of the camera is a compro-
mise between the tendency to the needed angular resolving power and
to the assulance of the coverage of a sufficiently large part of the
_;urface. T_._kJng into consideration these factors and additional reasons
made Jt pos:_ih,]e to establish a value of vertical angle of coverage
_ 29 °. "l},Js a_,gle is asyrmnetric with respect to the plane of the
perpundicular _xJ.s of rotation of the camera (18 ° down, ii ° up, see
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iin fig. 5), so that the predominant image transmiss_ol of just the
surface of the nloorl is provic]ed.
A distinctive feature of the station is its inclination at a certain !
ang].e provided by the construction. The base of the _:tation and its _
potal mechanism are made so that when the petals are open, the axis of
the station ant! along with it also the axis of the TV camera are in--
cli_ec( _i_p.roxinlaLe].y 16 ° to the loc._.l vertical when on a quite s_looth
horizontal fie].d. This assures [provides] one of the closest areas
of the ii_nar surface falling into the field of view of the camera and
creates favorable conditions fo-c the image transmission of the micro-
relief from a l_inimum distance _rom the camera (see fig. 5). This
area with best resolution on the surface is well seen in all tile ob-
tained panorams.
-_"_ _ ._ _J" r3_, _ ...... l .... r ..... 1
I_L/.,. _ ",<'.i¢L_
,I,' ..c_ I -"_'-_'_ :c%tF, ._"_._-,_/r-_._ "-'_'-_,- r._---_ _ _ "_'
....... _......._'"_"_"_",_ 0,_ l .:4 ,) $ 4.
Figure 5 ' "-"'---_-----_.::.L. Figure 6• f
According to the images, it is evident that the selected ve_'t.ical angle
of coverage is close to the optimum. It yields the necessary rel._resen- . i
ration of the general structure of the landscape and assures the obtaining
of high-quality, we decipherable images of the deLai!s of the microreliuf, i
In the horizontal plane, the cam can produce a complete circular field
of view [coverage] .('_,_ = 360°), therefore it is more correct to speak o#.
ob'.beining circuloramic images. However, complete rotation of the camer<x
was not made in all com_lunication sessions, since part of th_ angle of /
view in¢:ludes the "sky." In the selected procer_s of coverage c:i!the az¢2u,
the image obtained at the receiving station has in the genera] c_se the
relationship of the sides [ratio of the sides]:
For the camera under study which has a coverage of an area of 29 ° x 360 °,
n = 12.5. In other words, the trarismitted panoramic image consisted
of 3.2.5 square frames.
The definition of the image at this angle of coverage and tile ancfula_"
resolutton were no less than 500 lines per trace and 6000 lines in the
entire panorama. The definition could be estimated according to a
standard _est table whose dimensions were inscribed in an angle of 29 °.
The curve charactering the definition as a function of the distance, to
the object or, which is the same thing, the depth of focus of tile instl;u
cent is shown in fig. 6.
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I]RIVE OF Tllli MECIIANISbl
The scanning de,vice of the camera was dr.iven by one motorb! by means of
a nlultistage reduction gear A' (fig. 7). %'he requirement of high economy
and consequently high efficiency of the drivu stipulated the use of a
DC comrautator motor, a miniature machine of the type DPT-2 [_DT.-2]
havin 9 all the necessary characteristics was therefore used. The high
stability of the speed of this motor was provided by means of a syn-
chron-izat/.on u_,it PU made according to the simplifio.d circuit [scheme]
cf phase _'_elf-adjustmo.nt.
F[ _ ] The circuit _upplies the motor M with• "'- width-modulated I)C pulses that are
,_I formed as a result of comparing %he
li.eh! r-........
. ; _ F . f .....
-" I , ,¢ ,. ! !- ;.w., ]-' pulses coming from the rotation sen-
i fl k [7-6- J l)'%ln_" 1-- . sor RS installed on the motor shaft :
' <,:,I-- : c _" " c ---, m_' [ ]) - with the reference pulses of highly_, -iv._1 ,, {_ _. . -, ' stable 200-Hz freque_cv coming from
" _ ....... the onboard timer. The synchronization
,t_, _ _._, unit is powered from the se!f-containc.c
[_,.,, _ [..,.s'2 !_ i_
' .... a onboard voltage atabiiizer VSI.
b-aJ-L In the synchronized mode -the motork
-_] spins at a speed of 3000 rpm, then
T.e.7 o,,tv,, the scanning speed is 1 line per
second. The instability of the speed
Figure 7 motor shaft caused by the inaccuracy
in the operation of the synchronization
unit does not exceed 1/20 revolution.
The cam mechanism serv_.s as a basic, and, it should be noted, a variable
load fox the motua_-. The variable load makes the operation of the syn-
chronization unit more difficult and can become a source of undesirabl¢.
fluctuations in the mechanical sysl:em. Ther-efore, measures were taken
to reduce the irregularity of the momentum primarily due to the reductio>
of the difference in radii of the cam. At a mean diameter of the cam
equal to 27 ram, a d.ifference in radii of up to 3 n_n could be introduced.
Since the reverse path is approximately 10% of the rotation of the cam, _/'
the angle of lift of its profi,e in reverse is considerably less than
the angle of jamming. This condition makes it possible then in its
•turn to transmit the image without difficulties and in reverse rotation
of the cam by reversing the motor. Also, -the possibility of asynchronou::
rotation of the motor was provided in the caraera when the motor is
connected directly to the onboard power source. In this case its q
speed
was increased approximately by a factor of 4. The selection of -:!
the necessary speed and direction of scan was produced on commands from
earth. The camera provided operation in the following modes:
1. Image transmission with a speed of 1 line/sec in coverage in one
direction. The -time necessary for complete circular cover_-9e is i00 n,]t,.
2. Image trensmission with the same speed and coverage in the re'verse
direction.
3. Accelerated mode of transmission--fast forward or reverse. Time of
[/,j"-
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c_m.l,l,,te,ro[:,_tion [revolution] 20--25 rain.
'IT_e _pres(..n(.:col- the different modes makes it possible to control the
instrument by scanning the most interesting places of the _mage at a
mind.mum loss of title which is especially w_luable in the limJ.ted power
[_oss_bil.i_t_es of the station. The tllird ]node is the sei-vicc mode and
is not designed for obtaining an image, but for ope]cative select_or.
of the _.(-:quired sector of the panorama fo].lowing observation of the
vi6uo _ignal. The switching on of t:.is modu of operation _is possible
a{. tho,_'.<_times when transmission of telemetry inform_tion is being
c()nduct_([. In doing this, time is not generally lost in the selection
o _ iI:ter-,sting ]:_]•aco_:oI_ the _:)ano_:ama.
SIGNAL SIIAPIX(;
__fhe light collector in the camera is a photo-electronic multiplier of
the head-on type (¢[Y-54 [FEU-54 = PM-54])especially developed for
this camera. It bas a rigid louver constzuction of dynode<, as.ndsma].l
size: length 90 mm and diameter 22 I_ This Pf_!is distinquished b_,
high time and temperature stability and also %he smg.ll time n.ec_.ssary
for the nafameters to become steady after hurning on.
'l'hemajority ol FEU-54 units have an integral sensitivity of not less
than 50 a/].u at a power voltage of 1700 v, the maximum of the spectral
sensitivity lies in the region of 550 m_.
:
In this camera small luminous fluxes are registered that reach, in an
extreme case, a value on the order of 10 -_° lu. Acco_-dingly, the signal
cub.rent generated by the PM is also measured in thousandths of nlicroamps.
At such a small signal current, the PM dark current can be comparable
to it in order of magnitude and appreciable affect the signal-to-noise
ratio a_d t!%e tempezat_re stability of the parameters, therefore, special ..
measu:ces weru t_ken that make it possible to reduc_,the PM dark current.
They proved to be quite effective and enabled operation on DC without
signal modulation.
The characteristics of the light-to-signal convorsion is made in the
c_me_-a logarithmically and consequently provides linear transmission
ncL of the brightnesses of the objects, but rathe._: of their opt-i.cal /
0<_n'sities, It is known that this type of half-tone t,ansmission is
0istinguished by the improved qualJ.ty of image replcod_.ci:ion. '_k_king
the logarithm of the viOeo signal takes places due to the nonlinearity
of two circuits: PM and video signal preamplifier (SA]).
For this purpose, the PM is specifically placed in a nonlinear mode of : i
ope:cation by matching the power supply with its individualdynodes,
however, the degree of nonlinearity here is inadequate. Therefore,
subsequent formation [shaping] of the logarithmic characteristic of :
tra._'smission is produced in a single-stage amplifier of the video ::_
sign_l which is a direct-he_-_ting electron tube---a super-economical ::
lo_.-_,oltage pentode having substantially nonlinear anodu.'-g_id charac-
tr=ristic. The combination _)M-electron tube is very favorable for matcb i
their output and input resistors [resistances] and providing stable
amplification of DC in a wide temperature range.
/
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'['he nab'row band of the video signal frequency s tretch__n,-: nominally from
0 to 250 Ilz and the high inljuh resistant<-: of the aml)].m.c:,_..r_-,;_deit
;>OSS+;hl_'-:_:r-,e::_ah]ish a iu]atively high o]Yrn-J.c(tens of megohms) load
:or <hu P_.Iwhere even at small signal cu_ren_.s,"_..... ¢olt_ge is developed
up to q,-veral volts. 'i'he siren [cov(_.rage] of the anode-grid characteristic
[or: [,_:<f_or_t_nce c_.rvo] of the tube here is practically completely used
ar._dno large coefficient of ampli[ic,,tion is required from it. At the
input o:[ the tube, t.]levoltage o.F tllu video s].gnal is created that is
_<,_._ua.Le io_ c()l]tro]ling the '_ubsuqu_nt :_tage ....the fre(Tue_cy modulaL.O.C
(_'_) •
X_.,this .¢taqo_, :_o{lulahion of the iow-lr<,(]uenc_ suhcarrier is producec]
equal. to 1.5 kl{._{ z.'o_:the h tu_i_q (,f the com.mun-uc_%ion chann_.l,
a change in the vaJ.iLe of deviation o J_ tile subcarr:;ei_- from 200 to 800 Hz
wds provieed. The fr,'_quency-modu]ated siznal from tI,.ecamera output
goes to the radiotransmitter where the phase modulation of radio-
frequency of 185 M}Iz i_ produced.
The ar,pliffier stage also fulfills other functions. In it is mroduced
a mi;<ing of _h_ phasing pulse of: reverse into -:-hevideo s_gnal,, ti_is
•-mulse is obtained by means of ;_ contact pic}/up located or. oue shaft
with a ccm [orming a kipp relay (KR) .. The units examined are powered
by voltage stabilizer V.q?..
AUTO.'.,IATIC SENSITIVITY CONTROL (ASC)
The uncertain iighing conditions of the operation of the instrument
caused a system of automatic control of camera sensitivity to be devel-
oped. Actually, a very broad range of brightnesses of 'the transmitted
objects covering more than 3 orders of magnitude that can be encountered
on -the su:r_,-_=__of the moon made the realization of the comz0.and control
of :5ensitivihy of the instrument very difficult, however, this is not
the mr_in point.
The co;remand control unavoidably provides operation following a method
of trial ar,d error, and. conseguently loss of a certain part of infor-
mation which is especially inconvenient in the restricted times of
transmission and volume of information to be -hransmitted. /
It ',eas necessary to also take into consideration that the. camera con-
tinuously transmit the panoramic irm-_ge where the di_'ecEion of sighting
of -tl,escanning device ranges from an angle of 0 to 360°. Here, in
acco_-dance w_th the scattering curves, th_ mean brightness of the sur-.
face areas transmitted by the camera also varies. Thus, there arises :.
the necessity of controlling the sensitivity in the transmission pro-
cess of one panorama and it beuomes clear that the command, ordinarily
a dis;crete change of sensitivity could appreciably deteriorate the
quality of the obtained panoramic image.
In the device un6._er study, automatic control was conducted by means of ]
a change _n tl_e PM ,_ensitivity as a function of the average brig-htness
c,f the subject,{ to be transmitted.
For the ASC system, a circuit of a classic exposure meter was selected
whose sensor is a photoresistor equipped with a diaphragm limiting its ,
field of _iew. The photoresistor is in the upper portion of the optico--
- "T
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mechanical scarlning device and revolves [_ota_s] aionq with i-h.
]":cc)mDracl-ica.l pho;:o,.iraphy it is known thct _he fo:,mn] dete.rm:;_nution of
the C.XDGf:uro by m_:_h:: of sn expf,91;.rP, mc.ter c.;cd_ ,.,-,,_i<:, [,_:.'.:: [::.. :.,, std-,-.
<":-_r,t J al erro:,::_ ;: t:hes,_ arc_ c;;tled _" ...... :-7- - , ,.],,,., ..... , ponor: .... 3, c._.v:o_ , c,.,:._:;¢-. 6,_a
to t"-._non-ccrroEFot,_dence of the averag-e ili:,i;,in&_J.,_n,_f _]_d eL_fJ.za
the [,}te.YP.cYT:cat,)ll.. _. : Space Tg J.% ":,<.;_L,_c'J.allV... rnbjc,ul.c0, i., c.'-ie,iu:)r_/,i:r-ic.
,-._;<rorsill ,.>om<;c_0 :.,.t.<;a_ plicat>Lrs<Y::, rn o]_taining Lru_(.]em,o,_ ILoavuc,iy
bor.li,._s,_>art of " _tn,-:, f),am may have a _./ell lit savfa,m2 a_,d j/aFt .... cttli,i:.,;:ly- -- I .
f_- 1
_,.z.,c spa,.:r,., The section of space p_:oves to ha2a a s t'o_,.g c_{f..'.c,: in
v_,a <._,::r,,9,: :[].l,Dmination of the fr,_m_ [so.ariel, .... '-' wl. Lt,. ......
_c ,_-_ -. ., . - " ..-<;lZf[ ,:)& 12JOR:,:pC'::llrC ,i- u i C&uI±:<"3 arl ';OVC,.rc_.":l::e:._.,,tro " of -F:l ,_ <]':-.k., r ,.:_
i. .i-,-,g cO
. c;_c'i-_i at .... " ' was £ cmactec, ;o ' - c!,_,ze].o'c.r,-, ":]_e p_noramic ca r,,era_ ._ ......
h,,=A_ of -be ........;..,-'c' <:,-_!.'_'m_. gO aS tO exc;]uda,._ J.f possiblo 0:< ;.'<::;u,c._ ._x_,.c_nc:-.-
metrlC e-:rors. First of all, uf_er a _<erie£ _: e.;_..:,_z_.,:_:_,.c_:s,,a:_zopi:i_cu_
an%la of view was se_.<_c_ed for tn.:-'photosensor (see kig. 5) Zt 4oes
e_z_.e angle of view of t:he camera, ._ut on].V -iO <: '" i0 °
and coincides approximately ,""....v<lu._ i.-.[]_ lower t_.ird oi the fia.Tn:_ "ChJ_
location sr,,_kesit _ _-" " _ _ _-%<_./_o.._able for it to be pr_tecte;_ from LiJ:ac_-.o,"
._,,]_:c;ar< ._.:, as w{._ll as from incident solar r_:.),san.:_ .FIQfl.L'''.{{:S,:,.l::
!OW a.Ltit.G.des of the sun).
Conside:ci.:.g ,_.,-...._Lc, e ca.__oratlon of the ASC taker- place under [-.ez:res-:_ris
cond'i.v_icn_s%;';]_,__,natr,.r{_lly differ from the lunar -,nditions,
± n ux o d_.C<'.:._[ tOcoDtrol of the mode Of operation of the 7:5C s'fs_em :+'as " _--- _ --
_xclude any possible errors and incr<:;_se reliability. One of ti-_.eco,u-
ma:;.ds increase ; t',] _ "-__' " _--, sens..-ivzty of the instru_m,_mt with respect; go
_o::,,ina!, another reduces it. '/'hechange in transr, iiss;'-;,', _:h:r:}ct<,:i:;ti.cs
]_.s_<:-a.,:c i]Io.strated by fig. 8 (curves..... i, __,Tr..../i)
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One should not:_ that the logarithmic tr_nsr, ission ......... '<:qar_c,_._st.ic [per-
fo_R,ance uuzve] of the in£trument makes it little sensi, kiw._ to /.naccu_',:,<
_£__J iusof the ASC system and in the sc.hemaLic relationship si_,!pl' :_1-,_
plotting, :
The most effective method of controlling the sensitivity o:L the P[l is
tile ¢.ha:n.gein the total voltage zupplying its dyn,.JOerJ. Hq-,:r_there ]s
a g_adual [step-by--s'_ "• ",;_p] dependence of the coeff:Lci<:,.nt of t.'_I orii[,ti_ i.-
c_.;.tio:non the power supply. If tile performance cur,:.b ,:__fI:I,_;' '' '
signal conversion is indeed logarithm:to, thun th,:_: ';:; . li_-_<':,_;: c_gr.oiid:... ......
.Oetween trio conntrollJng _ffe_t (voltag,_, at [:he Pi,') i,. i-._v.O_L;T;U£
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rsignal. In this case, there also occurs: photoresistor PR creates a
signal aFproximately proportional to the a_,=rage brightness which is
powered through the DC power amplifier SA2 by the high-voltage converter
VC from which tl_e voltage is fed to the PM.
The camera provides normal image transmission in the illumination range
from 80 -to 150,000 lux fo-c a surface having the characteristics of the
lunar soil. F.i(:[ure 9 shows t]_e curve describi_%g the: operation of the
:.'\k:_system. It shows the amplitude of the output video signal Uo,_
d_-awn as a function o[ the illumir, atien of the object of transmission i.
When E < 500 lux, the ]\SC system does not operate, but normal image
transmission is possible by giving a cormaand to increase the sensitivity.
The minimum illumination at which transmission of a satisfdcLory image
is assur_:.d is approximately 80 ].ux.
The _SC system unavoidably excludes an_f information as to the: mean
Lrig._Ltness of the: objects to be transmitted from the output signal;
however, this information may be of interest. Therefore, indirect trans
mission of this information was provided in this camera; tile carrier
of this info_-mation is the width-modulated phasing pulse of reverse.
For this purpose the signal from the photoresistor, having passed
through amplifier SA2, simultaneously reaches the circuit controlling
the pulse width of the kipp relay KR.
CONSTRUCTJON OF TIll- CAM[iRA
The TV camera has a cylindrical shape (fig. i0). The lower portion of
•the camera is a container of magnesium alloy with a flange and hermetic
joint. The car_era is partially (up to tile level of the flange) fused
into the body of the station, the
flange providing hermetic sealing.
[.. The upper exterior portion of the
, , _ _ camera projecting beyond the branches
% . r
_. ', [ ": of the hermetic body of the station
:..... • is gilded which reduces its heating
"i i
: " due to heat radiated by the lunar
_. 1 surface and the sun. In addition,
-"" : -_ -_C for protection from the incidence
_Z._;-":-3 .... _ ':_" of direct solar rays at great alti-
................ _ tudes of the sun, a heat-insulatingi
i screen was installed on the upper
;:. [ portion of the TV camera. The cal-
:I I culated temperature range at which
] the camera must operate lies within
! temperatures of t ° =-120 to +50°C.
_ I Practical tests showed that normal
%_., image transmission can occur even
" at +80°C,
The internal portion of the camera
Fi gur_ _0 contains all necessary units and
" subassemblies shown in the block
diagram. Voltates of the power source, syncllronized frequency, and
control!ing command:_ are fed through the thermojoint ihto tile camera.
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i.rola h,,.re the output frequency-modulated sign&l arrives at the radio
unit of the station.
Thus, the inte_.-l,_]lportion of the camera is not connected with the
hermetic volume oi_ th(; station's body. Th_s construction ._.-'o].ui.ion
re,luir,?d taking the 1_ecessary measures to guarante.e its normal operation
u_,d_ _ho cond]ti<)ns of the vacuum of space.
it is k/l_;wl_.tlhtt at w::ry high vacuum (be-low l) = i0 "8 mm IIg) there arise
o llum})er 05 phenomena which in the final analysis lead to a sharp rise
in <be friction of operating mechanisms right up to their jamming and
v,el_iing of _nd]vidual parts. For an instrument havin9 an optico-mechanic_[
_:canning device driven by a DC commutator motor, tile effect of high
%acuu__,__,,,-_se_j_ecially dangerous. At the present time special ]ubricatin<.,
ar<] c:3n._:t_:uction ma¢erials are being developed theft ma_.:-_it possible
to creat<: ",qechailis]_s that operate reliably in a higi_ _cuum._ However,
_n t},is case ti_ey are. _)imost not used and the problem of protection here
"as solw,.d in another way° In spite of the fact that the internal volume:
of the camera is non-hermetic in practice, its construction is such
that the p£essure on the inside cannot fall below i0-3--i0 -s nun Hg, i.e.,
_'eaching those values at which the damaging ef[ects originate. This
_:t_.thodof protection (it may be called vacuum screening) was first
tested under terrestrial conditions and in experimeer',tal flights of
ca_mea:as afeard satellites, where its reliability was shown.
r.:l.
_e external screening cowl of the camera has a comple:_ construction.
Its bc:._.ei._;a _-Lgid metal cyl.4nder with windows that provide the neces-
sary angle of coverage for the scan-
ning device (fig. ii) The windows• ;.-'. "'..% •
.I...,. _',,,,, are stretched [over] by a thin (50_) .i
': _ '_' transparent /_czV:_a;'z [Russian acronym
'_ --:_. for: Laboratory of High Molecular: i
• , ,- -.
, , ',,{ " Compounds of the Academy of Sciences
'_ _.'," i' -- of the USSR; a term for a type of
....... _ ,. j plastic], film which does not intro-
',- duce any optical distortions in the t'
';i _ image to be transmitted and not only
• %, . . ,.
.,: provides vacuum screening, but also
• I protection from dust and mechanical
I damage.
• -_ All mechanical elements of this
L.,_::: , .....-- scanning device are made with high
accuracy, but are not of [high] pre-
Figure, 11 cision. In this camera, the error
" of the scanning device does not ex-.
cued 1./3 of the TV {;lement.
_n the Ge_elopment of the electronic portion, special attention was given
to attainin 9 maximum simplicity and reliability of circuit solutions.
The rational c,_nstruction of the mechanical and electronic portions of
the instrument made .it possible to satisfy the initia! technological
re<lui.ren:cnts w:;th a considerable surplus.
The: wei._.ht of the camera is ].300 grams and its s_ze witho_.t flange-
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80 x 205 m_u. The power required do_s not exceed 2.5 W.
RI!;_UI,TS ()F OPI'I_ATIO,N _::
The operation of the panoramic cameras aboard the automatic lunar
stations L_na-9 and Luna-2_ completely confirm the validity of the
calculations and suppositions a._sumed [made] in their manufacture.
SpecJ.fic_ii_, o,_e should note the ol?timization of this TV system, its [[
correspondence to cc,nditiol,s of operation aboa!-d the station and the
scientific problems _>D_:ed. Although the totai volume of transmitted
ip,forl,Tatton v:n:: co_;',pa_ativelv bmall (several panoramas or more than
49 square ]ir,:u_,s), iL made it possible to obtCti_n qualitatively new and
valuable inl:ormation concerning the characteristics of the lunar suface.
Ti%e '£V sysuem of the American spacecraft [:uruei!o_7,that became the second
station after L_v.i_,v-.vto achieve a soft landinf; on the moon transmitted
more than !0,000 frames, but did not substantially add an','new infor-
r_aticn to th.2 /I read-' obtained results.
"_?ith the station L,_{nc¢-.9stereoscopic images were transmitted for the
first ti_..e of quite small formations of the lunar surface. Part of
thc_sc in.ages was o}_taiJled in accordance with the intended program of
o:2eration. .t"orthis purpose a dihedral [two-faceted] mirror providing }
a stereobase for very narrow (approximately 4°) of the sectors of the
panorama %,as installed in the field of view of the camera. However,
the most abundant stereoscopic information was obtained due to a
shift [in the F.osition] of the station thz.'ugh the period of time that
passed bet_;een the transmission of the firsu and -third panoramas. '£his
shift, t,%e cause of which J s not completely led to the o[)pearance of
a stereobase havlng a value of 9 cm. Of course, th_ first and third
",eno_'amas are not ,quite accurate stereopairs, since _he height of the
sun al_d conseuuently the length of the shadows wl_en they were trans-
mitted were different. Nevertheless, in examining this stereopair,
t)_ eye adapts itself to its peculiarity giving preference to the
shadows of one of the images, at the same time the volumicity [3d effect!
of t.h_eobserved objects appears to a full degree. The stereo effec_
ai._o facilitate_ cousiderably the decipherir:g and photogralmaetric .
devetopment of ti_e imaqe, the results of which are presented elsewhere i
fref. #£].
The: l)an_raiuic camera of Lun_l-9 was the first high-quality device of
mechanical television that operated practically in space. Various
"terrestrial" applications can also be found for such cameras, which "
(_pens new interesting opportunities in applied television.
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